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The Tug Function: A Method of
Context Sensitive Dot Structuring for Digital Halftones
by
Steven Hoffenberg
ABSTRACT
The process of digitizing images to create halftones inherently reduces
sharpness through the averaging of grayness values within cell areas.
Within the context of a resolution independent page description language,
overcoming this reduced sharpness is conventionally addressed by adjusting
the grayness values of cells to create larger or smaller halftone dots where
edges are present. Such an approach does not take full advantage of the
capabilities of the output device.
The objective of this project was to design and implement a method of
sharpening digital images by altering the shape and position, rather than the
size, of halftone dots. Such a method can more accurately represent the
original image and more closely emulate the characteristics of
photo-
mechanically produced halftones.
Within the PostScript page description language, the generation of
halftone dots is controlled by the spot function. A particular type of spot
function, the Tug function, was developed to control the shape and position
of halftone dots based on the grayness value of each cell and its surrounding
neighbors.
Because the standard PostScript imaging operators are not designed to
allow halftone dot shapes to be redefined on a cell-by-cell basis, an alternate
method of generating images was created. A computer program in the
PostScript programming language was written to perform the requisite image
vm
analysis and halftone dot structuring to drive a laser printing device for
viewing the effects of the Tug function.
Three representative photographic images were processed in this
manner. A panel of judges compared the resulting prints with control prints
processed without the Tug function but by the same imaging method. The
judges'
subjective preferences are presented, and the relative merits of the
Tug function are discussed.
ix
1INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to explore the realm of computer
produced halftones via a resolution independent page description language,
and to devise a method that can improve its reproduction of digital images.
With the recent advent of desktop computer devices for scanning,
image processing, and printing of photographic images, a method that
improves the quality of these printed images could have sizable impact.
An image in computerized form is by nature digital, existing at its most
elemental level as a series of electrical signals representing only two values:
one and zero. This is the level at which a computer operates. The processes of
scanning and digitizing an image, however, tend to reduce its sharpness. This a
commonly recognized phenomenon, and some of the reasons for its
occurrence are explained in this report.
PostScript* is a computer programming language optimized for the
purpose of communicating page description signals from computer to output
device. It is currently considered the de facto standard for such a purpose in
the desktop publishing market.
PostScript contains several operators which the author believes can be
structured in such a way as to overcome some of the unsharpness introduced
in the image capture process.
While much of the industry research in this area is proprietary to the
companies involved, a review of the literature and discussions with several
industry personnel specializing in PostScript applications seem to indicate that
the particular approach utilized herein may not have been previously
The name PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated.
undertaken. There may be good reason for this: within the present structure of
the PostScript language, the approach takes several orders of magnitude
longer to execute on an output device than a conventional PostScript image
file. This is contrary to the commercial objective of reducing printer execution
time.
But the intent of this project is not to create a commercially saleable
software product, it is to introduce research into an area that appears to have
been inadequately explored within the realm of publishing systems. Most
likely, the industrial application of such principles would come at the level of
raster image processor hardware and firmware within a printing device.
Regardless of the specific outcome of the present project, if this
investigation leads others to expound on concepts contained within, and
ultimately yields computer output images of higher quality, then the author will
consider this project to have been a success.
DIGITAL HALFTONES
History
Halftoning techniques have been the dominant methods for printed
reproduction of photographic images for more than a century.
On March 4, 1880, The Daily Graphic newspaper of New York City
published what is generally credited to be the first mass printed halftone, a
picture entitled "Shantytown." That halftone was engineered by Stephen
Horgan using an etched plate of glass to photographically create an engraving
with the illusion of continuous tone in an image produced with only two tones:
black ink and newsprint paper.
According to Horgan, "The term halftone includes all pictures in which
the lights and shades are defined by lines and dots of different surface areas
made through mechanically lined screen."1
The term halftone no longer implies that pictures must be made through
mechanically lined screens. Photographically produced vignetted dot contact
screens were commercially introduced in the 1940's and have since become
predominant.
In the 1960's, another, less common method of halftoning was
introduced: that of computer generated pictures. At the time, computer
printers were only capable of producing text characters, and the earliest
attempts at computer generated pictures were actually comprised of various
alphanumeric characters representing different levels of gray. A typically cited
example of this technique is the "Digital Mona Lisa", a recreation of DaVinci's
famous work by H. Philip Peterson.2
It was not until the 1980's, however, that computer printer technology
became widely available with sufficiently abundant pixels (picture elements),
and sufficiently small spots, which made computer generated images a
practical reality. This, combined with phenomenal advances in personal
computer microprocessors and desktop scanners, has led digital halftoning to
the brink of popularity.
(For a clarification of some of the halftoning terminology used within
this report, consult Appendix A.)
Sharpness
The halftoning process, by its very nature, reduces the sharpness of an
image. Whether produced by photographic or digital means, the size of a
halftone dot within a cell will be based on the average value of transmittance
or reflectance of a given area in the copy.
This area average value is expressed as a halftone dot which will
typically grow from the center of the cell outward as the value increases. Even
if the portion of the original responsible for the value is towards the edge of the
cell, the halftone dot will grow from the middle of the cell. This tends to diffuse
the edges of an image.3
A series of figures will help to illustrate the point. Figure 1 shows a
portion of an original image prior to halftoning with a grid that indicates where
the cells will lay. The image contains both straight and curved edges. Notice
that one of the cells, in the center lower right, contains areas of density in
opposite corners.
In the case of a traditional
photomechanical halftone, whether
produced by contact screen or etched
glass screen, the halftone dots typically
grow from the center of the cell, but they
can be skewed towards one or more
sides depending on the position of the
values in the original image. Figure 2
depicts a generalized view of how this
can appear.
This positional biasing can create
irregularly shaped dots, and it is more
pronounced for middletone dots and
very slight or non-existent for highlight
and shadow halftone dots. The effect is
due to the fact that some light
penetrates to the film behind contact or
etched glass screens in between the
halftone dots.4 (In some very light areas,
the dots may drop out completely, but
various exposure techniques can place a
just-printable dot in every cell.)
Also, silver particles tend to react
not only in response to light exposure
and chemical development on
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Figure 2
Image Reconstructed as
Photographic Halftone
themselves, but also in response to interactions with neighboring particles.5
This is known as the adjacency effect.6 The effect is most apparent when
exposed areas are in close proximity or just barely connected, as would occur
in the middletone dot areas.
The irregularities in the shapes of photomechanical dots are desirable,
because they allow the halftone to convey shaping information.
L^.n.w^.'i^.M.M.M.M.M.j-
Figure 3 illustrates how area
averaging can affect the edges of a
scanned digital image. This figure
represents a halftone printed at a
0 degree screen angle and a cell output
frequency equal to the scanning input
screen frequency. The result is greater
unsharpness, unless corrected by
subsequent image processing. Figure 3
is a greatly simplified view, and in actual
practice, the results of a scan depend
heavily on the design of the scanner's
optics, mechanics, and electronics (and,
not incidentally, the printer's halftoning software).
Milch (1989) discusses many of the characteristics of a scanning system
that can affect image sharpness. In particular, there is a trade-off between
obtaining maximum resolution, and reducing noise and granularity in the
original. The size of the scanning aperture is usually optimized at a size that is
Figure 3
Image Reconstructed as Digital
Halftone
greater than the cell that it is nominally scanning.7 This averages gray values
over an even larger area than in photographic halftoning, and as a result edges
are even more diffused.
Two approaches are commonly used to help sharpen the image.
Strictly speaking, such sharpening is not considered image enhancement, as its
purpose is not to make the printed reproduction better than the original, but
merely to regain detail lost in the image capture process.8
One approach to overcoming unsharpness is to perform subsequent
image processing and readjust the gray values to compensate for the area
averaging of the scan. An example of this is shown in Figure 4. Compared to
Figures 2 and 3, each halftone dot that borders between light and dark areas is
either enlarged or reduced in size to compensate for the edge diffusion.
Imaging scientists have
developed many calculations to achieve j , j , j
the desired adjustments. In general, the \ j
:
gray value of each halftone cell is j | j.
I
iti. -
compared to those of its neighboring
cells through mathematical equations
such as the Fourier transform. Many
texts, such as Jain (1989), detail those
processing equations.
The term convolution is
sometimes used as a general
description of this effect of
neighborhood comparison and
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Figure 4
Sharpening by Gray Value
Adjustment (Convolution)
adjustment. Several popular image handling software packages for Macintosh
computers contain a sharpening function which operates in this manner. Such
processing, however, can merely change the size of halftone dots, not the
shape or position of the dots within the cells.
The second approach to sharpness is oversampling, or sampling the
original image at a frequency greater than the desired screen frequency of the
printed output. Oversampling is not truly sharpening as such, but rather the
prevention of unsharpening. Commonly, the scan is at the Nyquist frequency,
which is double the maximum desired output frequency (in both the vertical
and horizontal directions).9
Figure 5 illustrates how for such oversampling, the gray value of each
output cell is based on four smaller cells in the original image. In the top
example, the four values are combined to create a single halftone dot based on
the average of the values. In this case, oversampling at the input stage can
increase the accuracy of the gray value information, somewhat reducing the
diffusion of edges due to area averaging of a large scanning aperture.
Figure 5
Oversampled Input:
Normal (top) and
Partial-Dot (bottom) Outputs
In the bottom example, each
quadrant of the cell contains a portion of a dot representing the gray value
from that quadrant. This is known as partial-dot structure. (Further discussion
on that later.) Clearly, this more closely resembles the shape of the original.
9Unfortunately, oversampling creates larger image data files which
require additional computer memory for both processing and storage.
Based on examination of laser printer output, it appears that PostScript
device implementations are capable of partial-dot structuring when the image
data is oversampled. This occurs entirely within the proprietary hardware and
software of the Adobe PostScript interpreter, and cannot presently be driven
by external software.
It is a primary purpose of this project to create, through downloaded
software, sharper halftones utilizing a partial-dot type of structuring, without
requiring oversampled data on input.
The Tug Approach
The oversampling approach applies to the input stage of the digital
imaging process. The gray value adjustment approach applies to the
intermediate processing stages. The Tug approach applies to the output stage.
The comparative merits of oversampling and gray value adjustment
techniques are not specifically addressed here, but it is important to note that
these techniques are not mutually exclusive, and in all Ukelihood, some
combination of all of them would yield the optimum image quality.
The objective of this project is to develop a digital halftoning model that
creates sharper images by varying, on a cell-by-cell basis, the shape and
position of the halftone dots based on the gray values of each cell and its
neighbors.
In the realm of high-end electronic dot generating scanners, some digital
devices are capable of size and positional selectivity in imaging halftone dots a
10
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Figure 6
Normal vs. Partial-Dot Halftone
Structure
handful of different ways based on surrounding values. This is a type of
partial-dot structure.10
Figure 6 shows a comparison of
normal (left) and partial-dot (right)
halftone structure. Both cells contain the
same number of blackened spots, but the
partial-dot is not centered in the cell and
is shaped as though it were comprised of
portions chopped out of quadrants from different sized normal dots.
It is the intent of this project to go far beyond any such measures
presently employed, to create custom dot shaping of near limitless variety
Figure 7 illustrates the Tug approach for dot structuring.
The name "Tug" comes from how
the author visualized the process might
work: as though halftone dots have a
magnetic attraction for each other,
creating a Tug-of-War between each dot
and the forces pulling on it from its
neighboring cells.
In this scenario, the larger the
neighboring halftone dot the stronger its
pull. And the larger the central dot the
stronger its resistance to the pull. And if
a weak halftone dot were pulled
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Figure 7
Sharpening by
The Tug Approach
strongly in opposite directions, it could be split apart.
11
Ideally, this would put halftone dots back where they came from in the
original.
(The magnetic nature of this concept is purely abstract, and is in no way
related to actual magnetic forces that may exist in a printing device.)
The weighting of the resistance to the tug based on the central spot
strength was logically originated: moderately large halftone dots jumping
around on the page would more likely be distracting to the viewer. The
validity of this assumption remained to be seen.
Figure 8 contains reduced size versions of Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, & 7, without
the grids, so that the reader may get a sense of how some of the previously
described methods of halftoning compare.
Note in the Tug version how the dots appear as though behaving in this
magnetic way. And note in particular, the cell in which the dot has been split in
two.
Original image Digital
Figure 8
Halftoning
Sharpness
Comparison
iiii
up
Convolution Tug
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Before proceeding further, it is necessary to pose several reasonable
questions, and answer them with a brief review of the literature.
How visible is the actual dot structure?
The answer depends on several factors. The visibility of the dot
structure obviously varies with the linescreen or cell frequency, as well as the
viewing distance. At normal print viewing distances, estimates of the
frequency beyond which the dot structure is no longer visible vary from 100
cells per inch11, to 125 cells per inch12, to 150 cells per inch.13
In many PostScript laser printing devices, the default linescreen is
nominally 60 cells per inch (for reasons to be explained below), and the dot
structure is easily visible.
Interestingly, Neugebauer et al. (1962) found that visibility of halftone dot
structure also varies with the gray level uniformity of an image area and the
pictorial content of the image. In particular, the dot structure was more visible
in areas of uniform tone than in areas with fine detail.
Why not use 150 linescreen?
Simply, the higher the linescreen, the fewer the gray levels that can be
reproduced. For example, in a printer with addressable resolution of 300 spots
per inch at 60 cells per inch (and 0 degree screen angle), each cell contains 25
pixels in a 5 x 5 matrix. In theory, this can reproduce 26 levels of gray (0 to 25
spots can be blackened). At 150 cells per inch, however, each will contain only
4 pixels in a 2 x 2 matrix, and can only reproduce 5 levels of gray. A good
description and illustration of this trade off of gray levels for linescreen is
contained in Beale et al. (1989).
13
Tests by Hamilton (1988) indicate that the actual number of distinct gray
levels that a laser printer can reproduce is significantly less than the
mathematically possible number.14
For most 300-spots-per-inch printers, a 60 linescreen is considered to be
the least detrimental trade off, and most such printers use that number as the
default.
Is dot shaping really desirable?
John Seybold and Dressier (1987) state, "To appear continuous, a
halftone must contain dots of both varying shapes and sizes."15
Jonathan Seybold and Tribute (1988) state, "Ideally, where there is an
abrupt black/white transition, a halftone dot should convey shape or contour
information as well as a tonal value. The Adobe PostScript RIP [raster image
processor] doesn't appear to be doing this."16
Roth (1988) sums it up:
. . . there is one thing that PostScript interpreters can't do
with cell shapes which can be done with photographic screening,
and itmay be the biggest flaw in the whole scenario. . . . where
light areas border dark areas . . . the photographic halftone cells
are not regularly shaped; they're pear-shaped effectively. This
results in very sharp edges and crisp halftones. The PostScript
halftones don't share that effect.17
These last two references contain samples from high resolution
imagesetters at high linescreen, which may have been produced from files with
little or no oversampling. It should be noted that the relative degree of
oversampling varies with the output linescreen even if the image data remains
constant. The same files might have produced partial-dots if they had been
output on the same devices at lower linescreen.
14
PostScript Halftoning
The PostScript language was designed by Adobe Systems Incorporated
with the expressed purpose of creating a standard page description language
for electronic printing.18 The language was introduced in 1985, and made its
commercial debut with the Apple LaserWriter printer for the Macintosh
computer.
Three books by Adobe are considered the standard references for the
language. Among PostScript programmers, these books are generally
identified by the color of their covers. This author will refer to them as such.
The PostScript Language Reference Manual (Adobe, 1985a), a.k.a. The Red
Book, contains the public definition of the language and its operators. This is
the single most essential book for anyone interested in PostScript
programming, and most other literature about the language will refer the
reader back to it. The PostScript Language Tutorial and Cookbook (Adobe,
1985b), a.k.a. The Blue Book, is the companion volume offering examples and
explanations of how the language is used. PostScript Language Program
Design (Adobe, 1988), a.k.a. The Green Book, is intended primarily for software
developers who will create programs and printer drivers whose output will be
page descriptions in PostScript.
A key tenet of PostScript is device independence: a program written in
PostScript should be executable on any PostScript-compatible output device.
Since different output devices can have different addressable resolutions, by
corollary another key tenet of PostScript is resolution independence: a
PostScript program should not be specific to any particular output resolution.
15
It is these two aspects of the language that have largely enabled it to
become widely accepted. It is also these two aspects that largely dictate the
process of printing halftone images through PostScript.
Figure 9
Clustered and Dispersed
Halftone Dot Cells
For digital imaging in general, there
are two basic methods of constructing
halftones: clustered-dot, and dispersed-
dot.19 Figure 9 illustrates the two types.
In both cases, 18 out of 64 spots are
blackened, but the distribution of the
blackened spots is markedly different.
The traditional photomechanical halftone process is the most obvious
example of clustered-dot image formation. In fact, in most common usage, the
term halftone implies the clustered-dot formation. Partial-dot structuring is
considered to belong in this category.
Some electronic printing processes can use the dispersed-dot
formation. The process of specifying the order in which spots are activated is
called dithering. In most common usage, the term dithering implies the
dispersed-dot formation.
Dispersed-dot formations, when appropriately configured, can convey
halftoning without the appearance of a regular screening pattern.
Ulichney (1987) demonstrates the profound effect that variations in
dithering can have on image appearance. Based on a comprehensive
investigation, he concluded that in computer printing applications dispersed-
16
dot halftones are clearly preferable, and clustered-dot techniques should only
be used when the printing process cannot accommodate isolated pixels.20
Unfortunately, in most situations where PostScript is employed the
process cannot easily accommodate isolated pixels.
The resolution independence of the language presents one problem:
How can individual pixels be uniquely addressed when it is not even known
how many pixels each halftone cell will contain? Even if resolution
independence is ignored and the addressable resolution of the output device
is incorporated into a PostScript program, there remain other difficulties.
Hamilton (1988) compared clustered-dot and dispersed-dot techniques
on a PostScript printer of known addressable resolution, the Apple
LaserWriter at 300 spots per inch. He found that dispersion of halftone dots
lead to unusual non-linearity of tone reproduction. In cases with dispersed-
dot formation, an increase in blackened spots lead to a decrease in density for
middletone values. In one case with cells containing 25 addressable pixels,
cells with 18 blackened spots contained approximately the same density as
those with only 6 blackened spots. These effects are largely attributed to
electrostatic interactions between charged toner particles.
Another major problem with dispersed-dot halftoning crops up when
such pages are used as copy for subsequent printed reproduction. Image
capture, platemaking, and most conventional printing processes virtually
require the use of a clustered dot. The high contrast emulsions for films and
plates are likely to drop out isolated spots, dramatically altering reproduction
quality. This is not necessarily a problem, though, when laser printed pages are
17
used as proofs for subsequent high resolution imagesetting, or are themselves
the final printed work.
The Adobe PostScript interpreter is clearly designed to support
clustered-dot formations. The thrust of this project is to determine if it can be
externally driven to support a type of partial-dot structuring, which can realize
some of the advantages of both clustered-dot and dispersed-dot formations.
Several software mechanisms for halftoning are built into PostScript. At
the most basic level, halftoning is controlled by the set screen operator. The
operator takes three operands: the linescreen frequency; the screen angle; and
a procedure called the spot function, which controls the order in which device
pixels will be turned on to build a halftone dot.
In all PostScript printers, defaults for these parameters are pre-set.
Precise implementation of the set screen operator is device-dependent,
because the actual screen grid is defined in device pixels.21 In most cases, a
PostScript program does not have to implement new settings. In fact, it is
generally discouraged.22'23
A typical use of the setscreen operator might appear as follows:
60 45 {dup mul exch dup mul add 1 exch sub} setscreen
PostScript uses post-fix notation, where the operands precede the
operator. In the above line, 60 is the requested linescreen frequency, 45
degrees is the requested screen angle, and the sequence within the { }, is the
spot function.
In PostScript the screen angle is applied as a clockwise rotation from the
vertical. This contrasts with the traditional halftoning usage of specifying the
screen angle as a counterclockwise rotation from the horizontal.
18
The frequency and angle are requested, but will not necessarily be
delivered by the output device. This is due to the vagaries of matching user-
specified halftone cells to those that a printer is physically capable of imaging.
Any halftoning desired on a device with a fixed output grid is limited in the
selection of angles and frequencies that can be produced using that grid.
Figure 10 illustrates how the problem appears in a 300 spots per inch
printer with a requested frequency of 60. In the group of four cells at 0 degree
angle (left), each cell contains 25 pixels, but when the cells are rotated to 45
degrees (center) two of the cells contain 25 pixels and the other two contain 24
pixels. The PostScript interpreter mechanisms are structured to provide a
repeatable pattern of cells all containing the same number of pixels. This
enables a seamless tiling of cells.24
Figure 10
Screening Grid Problem
To achieve this seamless halftoning, either the frequency or the screen
angle must be adjusted. In the example above, at 45 degrees the frequency is
19
typically changed by the printer's PostScript interpreter, unbeknownst to the
user, to 53 cells per inch with each cell containing 32 pixels (Figure 10, right).
This is somewhat ironic in that the default settings for the LaserWriter
are 60 cells per inch frequency with a 45 degree screen angle, and the device
cannot actually render at its own defaults.
Similar problems can force the adjustment of the screen angle, or both
the frequency and angle, when requested values cannot be matched to the
device grid.
Roth (1988) details some PostScript programs that can assist a user in
determining the frequencies and screen angle combinations that any particular
device can actually achieve.
The Spot Function
Of primary interest in this project is the spot function operand for the
setscreen operator. It is the spot function which enables PostScript to
dictate dot shapes in a resolution independent manner.
For the spot function, each halftone cell is considered to contain its own
miniature coordinate system of x and y axes from -1 to +1, with (0, 0) at the
center of the cell. This is depicted in Figure 11.
The spot function is an executable procedure, that takes as its input the
x and y coordinates of each pixel in a halftone cell, and outputs a single value
that determines the priority in which that pixel will be blackened to form a spot
as the gray value of the cell varies from white to
black.25 The output values
must all be in the range from -1 to +1, and it is only the relative order of values
that matters; the actual values are immaterial. The higher the spot function
20
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Spot Function
Coordinate System
value for any given pixel compared to the values of the other pixels, the higher
its priority to be blackened.
When the setscreen operator is called, the
spot function is executed and all the pixels in the
cells are prioritized. This is simplified by the
repeatable nature of the seamless cells; the
calculations only must be performed once. Most
spot functions (except those for special effects) yield
a priority that creates some form of centrally
clustered halftone dot. Usually the spot closest to
the center will be blackened first, and those in the
corners will be blackened last.
Example:
60 45 {dup mul exch dup mul add 1 exch sub} setscreen.
The x and y values are fed in with y on top of the stack. This procedure
does the following: duplicates y, multiplies it by itself, exchanges the x and y,
duplicates the x, multiplies it by itself, adds the two products together, and
subtracts the sum from 1. (For specifics on the PostScript operators and the
stack-oriented nature of the language, consult The Red Book.)
The effect of this particular spot function is to rank pixels by their
distance from the center of the cell, and the resulting cluster will grow as a
circular patch centered in the cell.
In some PostScript devices the default spot function is one which
creates dot growth in a diamond-shaped pattern that resembles the more
traditional photomechanical halftone dots.
21
A PostScript program by Tom Bernard called "ShowTheCell," listed in
the book Real World PostScript (Roth, 1988), is extremely useful in evaluating
the effects of any given spot function. Without
"ShowTheCell"
to ascertain
actually dot structuring, this entire project would have been much more
difficult.
"ShowTheCell"
can be downloaded to a PostScript printer for execution
via an application such as SendPS (Adobe, 1986). The output from the printer
is a numerical and graphical display of the coordinates and spot function
values for each pixel in the cell.
Figure 12 shows a page produced by a modified version of
"ShowTheCell,"
executed on a 300 spots per inch Apple LaserWriter Plus, using
the setscreen parameters previously described. The important modification
was to flip the vertical axis of the cell.
In both the LaserWriter Plus and the Agfa P3400 PS printer used in this
project, the y axis of the device space is inverted relative to user space. This
places the negative y values at the top of the cell. Purely for the sake of clarity
in evaluating cell structures for this project, the y axis was flipped back to
showing positive values at the top of the cell. (Consult The Red Book for
details of the distinction between user space and device space.)
pixelcount = 25
truedx = 0.4, truedy = 0.0
/i -\\ true angle = 0, true frequency = 60.0 j* -i\
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In "ShowTheCell" output, for each pixel, three lines of numbers appear:
the pixelcount; the x and y coordinates; and the spot function value for that
pixel. The pixelcount numbers the pixels in the order in which they are
presented to the spot function.
The program also presents the true cell frequency and true screen angle
that the device is using. This is all extremely useful information for anyone
experimenting with setscreen.
The program generates variable sized black circles to indicate the
relative preference based on the spot function value. The larger the circle the
higher ranking the pixel is in the priority. This gives a visual display of how dot
growth will occur within the cell, but it can also be somewhat misleading.
Some viewers of output produced for this project believed that this indicated
the device could produce variable sized spots at the pixel level. This is not the
case.
For this study, the main interest is the spot function value.
It is the spot function which will be used to implement the concept of
the Tug approach, to alter the shape and position of halftone dots based on
the gray values of a cell and its neighbors.
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PROCEDURES
Prior to creating a PostScript-produced image containing halftone dots
of varying shapes and positions, two major tasks (and a host of minor ones)
needed to be addressed.
The first major task was to develop a method of determining what each
halftone dot should be shaped like, based on the known gray values.
The second major task was to develop a method of imaging such dots
in a real picture on a PostScript printer. This task was by no means trivial, and
was actually the more precarious of the two.
The Tug Function
Initially, the author had in mind the concept of employing a fixed
number of dot structures, and designing an analysis method to choose which
should be used. Of those structures, 18 different ones were determined to be
useful for conveying sharpness and contour information. These involved
favoring and disfavoring the corners, edges, diagonals, and axes of the cell.
Relatively simple functions to produce each were written and tested with
"ShowTheCell." The code for these 18 spot functions is listed in Appendix B.
It became apparent, however, that a more theoretically elegant
technique would be to write a custom spot function for each cell based on its
gray value and those of its neighboring cells. At first this seemed beyond
feasibility. But ideas that are on the verge of the possible have a way of
nagging in the periphery of consciousness: "If it were possible, how might it
work?"
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Eventually a series of concepts were drawn up for what spot function
values would be desirable in various parts of the cell for several sample
scenarios.
For instance, if all the cells on one side of the nominal cell were relatively
dark and all the cells on the opposite side were relatively light, the spot
function values on the dark side should be higher, and those on the light side
should be lower, pushing the halftone dot towards the darker side.
But, if cells on both sides were dark and the nominal cell were light, the
spot function values should be higher on both sides, and lower in the middle,
splitting the halftone dot in two.
And, if all the cells were of approximately the same value, the default
spot function value should be employed to retain a centrally clustered dot.
These decisions were entirely subjective. But when in doubt as to how a
particular dot should behave, the author referred to a diagram, such as for the
original image in Figure 1, to guide the process.
It was also decided that no attempt would be made to account for
varying screen angles. The equations would only be intended for angles at
which cell boundaries all squarely coincide. Due to device pixel grid matching,
this occurs only at 0 degrees and multiples of 45 degrees, but the assignment of
variables based on image data in a linear array is much more complicated at
45 degree multiples.
Once the desired spot function values for the sample scenarios were
established, some sample equations were written
which would generate the
desired spot function values for the given gray values of those scenarios.
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In effect this was reverse-engineering the normal process. The spot
function values were empirically derived, and the equations were then logically
derived to fit the values. The author considers the understanding of this to be
very important. It can never be demonstrated that these Tug equations are
"correct" in any absolute sense; it can only be demonstrated that they
accomplish what the author intended them to do.
The task of testing equations by hand for various sample values turned
out to be extremely tedious, even for hypothetical cells with only 13 pixels.
Using "ShowTheCell" for the calculations was ruled out, because the program
takes several minutes to execute, and more significantly, the author was
concerned that in using PostScript's atypical post-fix notation, the act of
designing the equations could not easily be integrated into the act of their
programming.
A testing program was written in the Pascal programming language,
using Turbo Pascal Macintosh (Borland, v. 1.1). A listing of this Pascal program,
labelled "TugTest," along with a screen capture of the running program
window, Figure Bl, appear in Appendix B. Such a program was crucial to this
project.
The testing program displays spot function values for a hypothetical cell
containing 81 pixels (9 x 9). The program proved to be quite fast and efficient.
With "TugTest," it was possible, over the course of several weeks, to evaluate
an estimated 200 variations on the equations.
In general, the equations were first tested with various extreme values
for the variables, then if the performance seemed desirable, intermediate
values were employed.
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The program had demonstrated that the initial set of equations was not
always producing desired results. With some of the gray value combinations
for which the equations had been written, the results were not as anticipated.
After much trial and error, new equations were rewritten into a program
function using if /else type statements to qualify the portion of the cell upon
which each equation acts. The resulting function behaves mostly as desired
under a wide assortment of cell gray values. It is interesting to note that the
final equations are much simpler than the author had anticipated at the outset
(although their simplicity belies the thought process required to determine that
these were the ones to accomplish the task).
The final form of the function is discussed below.
Figure 13 shows the basic arrangement of cells for the Tug function.
A B C
D --?- E
F G H
-1,-1) z
Figure 13 Cell Arrangement for The Tug Function
(1,-D
The gray value of the central cell is a assigned to variable Z, and the gray
values of the neighboring cells are assigned to the variables A through H as
pictured in Figure 13. For the Tug function in its present form, gray values must
be supplied as real numbers in the range from 0 = white, to 1 = black. This is
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the inverse of the PostScript default of assigning 0 = black and 1 = white, but
the method employed here better suits the concept of halftone dots tugging
on each other: a higher number creates a stronger tug.
The coordinates in cell Z are depicted in the standard spot function
manner on x, y axes from -1 to +1.
The variables for the Tug function are summarized in Figure 14.
Variables......Range
x,y ....[-1..11 pixel coordinates in Z cell
A,B,C,D,
E,F,G,H......[0..1] gray values of neighbor cells, white=0, black=l
Z ...J0..11 gray value of Z cell
Ti,Tr,Tt,Tb ...[0..11 Tug values towards edges (left, right, top, bottom)
Ttl,Ttr,
TblTbr ..........[0..1] Tug values towards corners
s ...J-1..11 PostScript spot function value for pixel x,y
T ...M..11 normalized total Tug
N ...[0..11 weighting and thresholding factor for Tug
st ...[-1..1] final Tug function value for Z, at pixel x,y
Figure 14
Tug Function Variables
The values of the eight neighboring cells and the existing spot function
are first combined with the x, y coordinates in a series of nine equations [1 - 9].
These equations are shown in Figure 15 with graphic depictions of their actions
on the variables, where larger marks indicate pixels with larger equation values,
smaller marks indicate smaller equation values, and blank areas indicate
portions that are not affected by that particular equation.
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[1] forx<0andy>0: Tti = A * Ixl * ly
(for other x,y : Tti = 0)
[2] for y > 0 and I y I > I x I : Tt=B*lyl*(lyl-lxl)
(for other x,y : Tt =0)
[3] for x > 0 and y > 0 : Ttt = C * I x I * I y I
(for other x,y : Ttr = 0)
[4] for x < 0 and I x I > I y I : Ti = D
* I x I * ( I x I - I y I )
(for other x,y : Ti = 0)
[5] forx>0and Ixl > lyl: Tr = E * Ixl *(lxl - lyl)
(for other x,y : Tr = 0)
[6] for x < 0 and y < 0 : Tbi = F
* I x I * I y I
(for other x,y : Tbi = 0)
[7] fory<0and lyl > Ixl: Tb = G* lyl *(lyl - Ixl)
(for other x,y : Tb = 0)
[8] for x > 0 and y < 0 : Tbr = H
* I x I * I y I
(for other x,y : Tbr = 0)
[9] S = 1 - (
x2
+ y
2 ) [typical spot function]
Figure 15
Neighboring Cell and Spot Function Equations
-
.
.
.
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Equations [1-8] are qualified to act only on pixels in specific parts of the
nominal cell, and each will yield a value between 0 and 1 . These equations will
not decrease the Tug function values. This is the pivotal distinction between
the original set of equations and the final set. Attempts to increase the values
in some parts of the cell and decrease the values in other parts tended to
create effects that cancelled each other out more often than desired.
It can be seen that these eight equations are of two basic types. One
type increases the result based on the product of the absolute values of x and
y. This increases the Tug function value the closer a pixel is to the corner and
fosters cell growth from the corner.
Earlier versions of those equations used the average of the absolute
values [( I x I + I y I )/2]. This tended to create dot growth along the edges in
addition to through the middle of the quadrant, which was deemed to be
undesirable for an equation based on the value of a cornering cell.
The other type of equation increases the result based on the product of
the absolute value of x or y and the difference between the absolute values of x
and y. This increases the Tug function value the closer a pixel is to the
intersection of an axis and an edge, and fosters cell growth from that point.
Earlier versions of those equations used the absolute value of just one
of the coordinates, creating cell growth evenly along the edge. When
combined with the corner equations, this overemphasized corners.
The set of equations [1-8] as shown here creates evenly increased corner
and edge values when the gray values of all the surrounding cells are equally
large.
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Equation [9] calculates a typical centrally clustered spot function value
and must yield values within the range -1 to +1. Any valid spot function can be
used in place of equation [9]. In PostScript, this equation does not have to be
specified, the existing spot function can be retrieved with a call to
currentscreen command that returns the setscreen parameters that are
already in effect, which would be the defaults unless specifically redefined
previously in the program.
The inclusion of the spot function component achieves the desired
effect of leaving every halftone dot as specified by the existing spot function
unless it is actively tugged into some other position.
When combined in proper proportions, these nine equations can create
virtually any imaginable halftone dot shape and position.
Three subsequent equations, shown in Figure 16, combine the effects of
the neighboring cells [10], calculate the weighting factor for the
neighbors'
effects [11], and then weight the values of the spot function and theneighbors'
effects to yield the final Tug function value for each pixel [12].
Equation [10] adds the values from [1 - 8] and normalizes the sum into
the -1 to +1 range required for spot functions. This represents the total tug
from the neighbors.
Even though there are eight equations for neighboring cells, most pixels
in the cell are acted upon by only two of them. The exceptions are the pixels
that border the areas affected, and in these cases no more than one equation
will have a value greater than 0. In all cases, for any values of cells
A through H, the sum of values from equations [1 - 8] will not exceed 1.
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[10] T = (Tt +Tb + Ti + Tr + Tti + Ttr + Tbi + Tbr):(-2-l
[11] N =
Va -Z | + B -Z | + C-Z | + D-Z | + E-Z | + F-Z + G-Z + H-Z ) / 8
[12] St = (T * N + S * Z) / 2
Figure 16
Tug and Spot Function Consolidation Equations
Equation [11] produces the N value from the square root of the mean of
the absolute value of the difference between the cell and the neighbors. This
value is used as the weighting factor for the tug component in equation [12].
The value St is the result returned by the Tug function.
The relative weightings of the tug (T) from the neighbors, and the spot
function (S) in equation [12] were the most troublesome parts in the derivation
of all the equations. It also involved the greatest degree of subjective
assessment. A simple averaging of S and T was ruled out, as this would not
allow dots to be placed at the edges or corners of the cell under any
conditions.
Initially, the tug component was weighted by the weakness of the gray
value in cell Z, using the term (1 - Z) to multiply by T. (In that case, the sum
was not divided by 2, since as Z increased, [1 - Z] decreased, and the sum was
always within the -1 to +1 range.) When actual printed images were first
generated for this project, it was apparent that with the (1 - Z) weighting,
highlight dots were displaced too easily from the center of the cell. Any
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difference at all in gray value between Z and A through H would pull the dot to
the extreme edges of the cell. This occurred only in areas of almost uniform
highlights, and appeared as somewhat randomly scrambled halftone dots.
Clearly this artifact was undesirable when seen within an image which also
contained more regularly positioned dots.
Therefore, rather than weighting the T component by the weakness of Z,
it was determined that the weighting should be based on the strength of the
neighbors (N). Copious attempts at equations for an N value included: the
average neighbor gray value; the largest neighbor gray value; the absolute
value of the average of the differences, the average of the absolute values of
the differences, and the largest difference between Z and its neighbors, such as
(A - Z), (B - Z), etc.; the differences between opposing neighbor cells, such as
(A - H), (B - G), etc., and the sums, the products, the squares and the square
roots of many of these quantities. The root mean difference equation [11] used
in the latest version of the Tug function seemed to produce the best
compromise between desirable sharpness and undesirable artifacts. This was
purely a judgment call.
As an example, in early versions of the equations, which weighted the T
value by the weakness of Z [i.e. (1 - Z)], any not-quite-smooth highlight area
produced scrambled dots as shown in Figure 17.
Changing the weighting factor to an N value equal to the root mean
difference equation altered the function so that all halftone dots stay centered
in image highlight areas that are relatively smooth.
Without Tug
With Z-Weighted Tug
With N-Weighted Tug
Figure 17
Scrambled Dots
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The weighting of the existing spot function (S) based on the magnitude
of Z enacts the concept of a halftone dot resisting the tug of its neighbors
based on its own strength. Highlight halftone dots can be displaced anywhere
in the cell; middletone dots will remain central but can be skewed in any
direction; and shadow dots will mostly remain as specified by the spot
function. Again, this choice was conceptually based on the model of the Tug
function as established at the outset.
The entire foundation of this function is based on the need to only
specify relative rather than specific spot function values. For some values of
the cells, the entire range of possible spot function values from -1 to +1 is used,
but for many cell values, only narrow portions of the range are used. In
general, the range is determined by a complex interaction between the
magnitude of the gray value of the central cell and the sum of the differences of
the gray values of the neighbor cells. This variation in range is primarily a
result of the positive-only effect of the equations for neighboring cell values.
The author encourages readers to use the Pascal
"TugTest"
program
(listed in Appendix B) to experiment with the various gray level values for the
cells, and to experiment with the equations themselves to assess the effect of
various mathematic operations.
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The PostScript Tug Function
The task of writing the equations into a PostScript spot function
program was relatively straightforward. The Tug function as written in
PostScript appears in Appendix B, within the program labelled "The PostScript
Tug Function."
It was not known in advance if the function would execute, even if the
code were syntactically correct. All the spot functions the author previously
had seen or written himself were fairly simple procedures: one or two lines of
mostly arithmetic operators. The Tug function clearly was far more complex.
It was not even known if variables other than the x and y coordinates of a pixel
could be used within a spot function procedure. It was not known if variables
could be defined within the procedure. And it was not known if variables
defined outside the function could be used within the procedure.
Although there was no particular reason to believe that the code
sequence would not execute within the context of a spot function parameter
for setscreen, there was also no precedent indicating that it would. Without
knowing the specifics of the underlying mechanisms used in PostScript
interpreter implementations (which are proprietary to Adobe Systems, Inc.),
these concerns could not be taken for granted.
Some simple feasibility tests were performed. The Macintosh
application Lasertalk (Emerald City Software, v. 1 .0) was used to debug and
download
"ShowTheCell" PostScript files to Apple LaserWriter Plus and Agfa
P3400PS printers, using various spot function modifications. Such tests
included defining variables within the spot function, using variables defined
outside the spot function, and using a previously defined function as the spot
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function. In all cases the results were as anticipated for the code, and no
unusual limitations appeared to exist on the use of operators in the spot
function.
Using the Tug function for defining the spot within
"ShowTheTug"
(a modified version of "ShowTheCell"), various combinations of values for a
nominal cell and its neighbors were downloaded to the LaserWriter. Figure 18
and Figure 19 are samples of the pages produced as output. These
representations were compared to those obtained on-screen with the Pascal
"TugTest" to verify that the Tug function was functioning properly and no
obvious errors were made in the post-fix notation of the PostScript
programming.
The representations in Figure 18 and Figure 19 indicate the priority with
which the pixels in the cell will be blackened as previously described for
"ShowTheCell"
output.
These samples only show how a single cell would be imaged. With
numerous cells layed in place, however, the effect may be somewhat different
than is obvious (as previously demonstrated in Figure 17).
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Figure 18
"ShowTheTug" Middletone Sample
Indicates middletone dot skewed to top left corner.
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"ShowTheTug" Highlight Sample
Indicates highlight dot split to opposite corners.
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Using the Tug function, a tremendous number of dot shapings is
possible by merely changing the values of the nine variables, Z, and A to H.
In normal PostScript imaging applications, each of the nine gray levels
can be one of 256 values, yielding a theoretical potential of
2569 (4.7 x IO21)
possible spot functions. In any particular implementation, however, the actual
number achievable is miniscule by comparison.
For a device with 300 addressable spots per inch, using a 60 linescreen
(25 pixels per cell), there are only
225 (33.5 million) possible combinations of
pixel spots that could be "on" simultaneously. (There are 25! [factorial] or
251.5 x 10 possible orders in which they could be activated, but once the pixels
to be activated are determined, the order in which this is accomplished is
irrelevant.)
In the case of the Tug function, since one of the variables is itself the
gray value of the cell being imaged, many of the possible combinations cannot
be used. For example, if the gray value is relatively large, all combinations that
leave the center of the cell empty can never occur. The author will leave the
calculation of such possibilities to an ambitious reader.
More importantly, many of the possible combinations will appear
identical on the printed page. For a laser printer, the actual number of
discernable halftone dot shapes would depend on the many interactions of
laser, photoconductive surface, toner particles, paper substrate, and the
viewing distance and vision of the viewer. Hamilton (1988) gives some insight
into mathematical possibilities vs. actual capabilities of a laser printer.
Clearly the Tug function will not be the limiting factor. It might even be
considered overkill.
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It also seems apparent that the quantity and variety of possible dot
shapes may far exceed those possible through what has been called partial-
dot structuring. That is, the Tug function can produce structures that are not
merely portions of regular halftone dots chopped out along a rectangular grid.
(Refer back to Figures 5 and 6.) For instance, the highlight sample shown in
Figure 19 probably could not be produced by partial-dot methods currently in
use, except perhaps in the case of extreme oversampling on the order of 25
sample values to 1 cell. The Tug function accomplishes this with no
oversampling whatsoever.
The term partial-dot seems inadequate to describe the possible dot
structures that can be created by the Tug function. Therefore, project advisor
Professor Frank Cost, has proposed the term context sensitive dot structuring
as a generic term to describe the phenomenon of shaping a dot based on its
neighboring cells.
Imaging Context Sensitive Dots
From the many
"ShowTheTug"
samples the author had generated, it
appeared that on a purely hypothetical basis, the Tug function could create the
individual halftone dot shapes as desired by the author.
In order to bring the Tug function beyond the realm of the merely
abstract, it was necessary to reproduce photographic images utilizing the
function in situ. This was much more problematic than it might seem.
The standard method of printing gray scale images through PostScript is
with the image operator. The operator takes five operands: the number of
sample values in the width (1) and the height (2) of the data source; the number
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of bits per sample in the data (3); a matrix defining the method by which the
image will be mapped (4); and a procedure to acquire the image data (5). An
example extracted from The Red Book26:
/picstr 256 string def % string to hold image data
45 140 translate % locate lower left corner of image
132 132 scale % map image to 132 point square
256 256 8 % width, height , bits/sample of data
5256 0 0 -256 0 256] % mapping matrix
{currentfile picstr
readhexstring pop} % data acquisition procedure
image
4c474 94b (131072 hex digits of image data)
This sequence repeatedly calls the procedure {currentfile. . . },
which fills picstr with 256 samples at a time and presents them to image,
which renders them into the device raster and hence onto the page.
The gray values for cells can be represented as either hexadecimal or
binary samples, usually as eight bits, for a range from 0 to 255. (For binary
samples, the readstring command is used instead of readhexstring, and
only half as many data characters would be needed.) It should be noted that
for eight bit values in PostScript, black is usually represented by the low value
of 0, and white by the high value of 255. The Tug function equations are
inverted relative to this and appropriate compensation is necessary.
The setscreen parameters that are in place determine the linescreen,
screen angle, and spot function of the halftoning. (The defaults will be used
unless reset prior to the execution of this code sequence.)
This entire scheme in PostScript is designed to image all the halftone
dots using the same spot function, and thus all the dot clusters will grow in the
same manner. As Roth (1988) states it:
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"The halftoning machinery is set up to scan through the
device pixels in a certain way, and it would need a different
method much more time-consuming to allow for irregularly
shaped dots based on adjacent light and dark areas."27
Imaging with the context sensitive dot structuring of the Tug function
was a venture into uncharted territory.
For PostScript to change the shape and position of halftone dot growth
on a cell-by-cell basis, the spot function must be changed and setscreen
must be re-executed in between the imaging of each dot. In the case of the
Tug function, the variables, Z, and A through H, must also be redefined in
between dots.
The most auspicious method of accomplishing this is would be to use a
data string that holds only one cell gray value at a time, then place the spot
function call within the data acquisition procedure for the image operator.
Unfortunately, this does not work.
In a simple test on a LaserWriter printer, a procedure, which toggles
between two different spot functions with a setscreen call, was placed within
the data acquisition procedure, but failed to produce dots of different shape.
In this case, all the halftone dots were imaged via the spot function and
setscreen parameters that were already in place before the image operator
was executed. An example of this program appears in Appendix B labelled
'Toggle".
Using the Tug function, attempts to redefine the variables Z, and
A through H, within the data acquisition procedure yielded the same results.
A procedure placing the Tug function itself and the setscreen call
within the data acquisition procedure also yielded the same results.
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Apparently, setscreen, and hence a new spot function, will not affect
an image operation in progress.
To work around this problem each halftone dot must be individually
rendered in sequence as a separate image to reconstruct a picture. Two
possible mechanisms had been identified to produce such piecemeal images.
The more obvious method is to scale the unit square to the size of one
cell, call the image operator for one halftone dot, then translate to the position
of the next dot, setscreen, and call the image operator again, etc.
The less obvious method is to use the fill operator, fill is mostly
used in the graphic design environment for "paint" and "draw" type of
applications, fill is designed to render gray levels as screen tints in areas
that are drawn with the path construction operators, but its halftone screening
is also controlled by the setscreen parameters. A path can be constructed to
exactly equal the size of one halftone cell, and fill can be used to place the
dot in it.
The gray level applied by fill is controlled by the setgray command.
setgray requires a numerical operand in the range from 0 to 1, using the
PostScript convention of 0 = black and 1 = white.
Based on a series of tests using postage stamp sized pieces of images,
without even calling a new spot function in between cells, it appeared that both
methods accomplished the task of imaging dots one at a time.
Since it was known at the outset of this project that execution time in the
printer would be much longer than normal, it was determined that the faster of
the two methods should be used. Timing codes were inserted into the files to
write the execution duration right on the prints.28
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Test pages of small images produced with these cell-by-cell imaging
methods showed that the fill method was faster. On the Agfa printer, using
image array data 30 samples wide by 38 samples high (a total of 1140 cells for a
V2 by 5/8 inch mini picture), execution times were 20.329 seconds for the fill
method and 29.074 seconds for the image method without calling the Tug
function between cells. (The Agfa printer has a much faster raster image
processor [RIP] than the LaserWriter Plus. In general, files execute about five
times faster. See Appendix C for specifications of the Agfa P3400PS printer.)
Therefore, the fill method was chosen as the one to pursue.
The general mechanism to image dots on a cell-by-cell basis is
contained in "The PostScript Tug
Function" in Appendix B. For the moment,
the concern is the portion of code that produces a single halftone dot. Below
are the two procedures that utilize the fill and image commands for the
same purpose.
%IMAGES ONE HALFTONE DOT WITH fill COMMAND
/fillacell
{
save
/grayvalue Z 255 div def
% converts 0-255 range to 0-1
newpath
0 0 gridtransform moveto
0 1 gridtransform lineto
1 1 gridtransform lineto
1 0 gridtransform lineto
closepath
grayvalue setgray
fill
restore
1 xcell 0 translate % move over a cell
} def
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%IMAGES ONE HALFTONE DOT WITH image COMMAND
/holdvalue 1 string def
/imageacell % images one halftone dot
{
save
1 xcell 1 ycell scale
118
\1 0 0 1 0 0]
{holdvalue 0 Z put holdvalue}
image
restore
1 xcell 0 translate % move over a cell
} def
imageacell was not used subsequent to the execution speed tests.
In the case offillacell, the grayness value of the cell Z must be
converted to the 0 to +1 range utilized by the setgray operator for the fill
command. The procedure draws a box the size of one cell and fills it, then
moves over one cell horizontally.
It is absolutely essential that the box drawn in user space be precisely
sized and positioned directly on top of a cell in device space.
The reason for such
Ws&i@$ "
importance of this positioning is that
if the user space box is not directly
centered on a device cell, the
blackened spots will appear in the
wrong part of the cell. This can be
envisioned as though an object
moving off one side of the cell
reappears on the opposite side.
Figure 20 illustrates the difficulty. Positioning off by only one row of pixels
produces a very noticeable difference in the printed image.
Figure 20
Cell Positioning Problem
desired structure (left) and resulting
structure from mispositioning (right)
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Accurate cell positioning proved to be a formidable task to overcome in
a device independent manner, and was only partly successful. The first
problem is that the exact position of the very first cell in the image must be
located. (This is executed prior to the first call to fillacell.) The second
problem is that the box must be drawn exactly the right size. And the third
problem is that the translation to the next cell must be exactly the right
distance.
Using both Apple LaserWriter Plus (addressable resolution of 300 spots
per inch) and Agfa P3400PS (400 spots per inch) printers, many variations on
these fill problems were tried. The translation problem was solved by
deriving xcell as the exact width of one cell. For the calculation of this value,
see "The PostScript Tug
Function" in Appendix B.
The box drawing problem was solved with gridtransform (see "The
PostScript Tug
Function" ), which performs the transform round
itransform sequence to reposition a point in user space directly onto the
closest point in device space. Curiously, the lineto operands in fillacell
worked best as unmodified units (72 per inch), even though the cell frequency
was 60 per inch (actuaUy 57.14 for the Agfa printer). If the operands were
modified to what should have been the correct size, using xcell and a
comparable ycell, the resulting dots were too large and encompassed part of
adjacent cells. Yet, when an extremely low frequency of 10 cells per inch was
attempted, the xcell and ycell terms
were necessary. The reason for this
discrepancy has not been determined.
Locating the exact position of the starting point for the first cell in the
sequence, however, proved to be insurmountable (within the time constraints
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of this project) in a device independent manner. Various code sequences
which attempted to account for flipped device space and device pixel grid
matching were not successful on both printers. This problem also occurred
when using the imageacell procedure. As a result, "The PostScript Tug
Function"
program in Appendix B contains specific values (at the very end of
the program) which were determined through trial and error movements of
tiny amounts. Since it was known that each cell would contain a 7 x 7 matrix of
pixels on the P3400PS printer (see below), increments of l/7th of a standard unit
were used for the trial gridtransform translate variations, as this would be
finer increments than the spacing of the pixels in device space.
The values used to translate to the upper left corner of an image must
be changed for different printers as indicated in the program.
"The PostScript Tug
Function"
program operates by building an array of
image data in the virtual memory of the PostScript printer. To conserve the
limited amount of virtual memory, use of a save restore pair within the
fillacell procedure is mandatory. (For those unfamiliar with virtual
memory constraints in PostScript, consult The Red Book.)
The program as presented here is for data files where each sample gray
value will be represented by exactly one halftone cell in the printed image.
There is no oversampling (or undersampling). A side effect of this is that for
printers with different addressable resolutions, the final printed image size may
vary slightly if the cell frequency is adjusted for device
pixel grid matching (see
Figure 10). For example, the Apple LaserWriter printer at 300 spots per inch
accurately sizes cells for a frequency of 60 cells per inch (at 0 degree angle)
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because 300 is evenly divisible by 60, creating a 5 x 5 pixel matrix in each cell.
The 400 spots per inch Agfa P3400PS, on the other hand, is forced to adjust the
cell frequency because 400 is not evenly divisible by 60. The result is a
frequency of 57.14 cells per inch with a 7 x 7 pixel matrix in each cell. As a
consequence, printed images from the P3400PS printer are slightly larger
because each cell is slightly larger while the number of cells remains constant.
This is not consistent with the goal of device independence.
For each cell in the image, a series of procedures retrieves the data as
three rows of three samples, representing the values of Z and neighboring cells
A through H. These values are assigned to the Tug function variables, and
setscreen is called with /TUG load as the spot function, fillacell is
called to produce the dot, then the position is advanced to the next cell.
Because cells at the very edges and corners of the image do not have all the
neighboring cells required for the Tug function, the outer cells are not imaged,
although their data is utilized by the next inward row or column of cells. This
results in a final printed image that has two fewer rows and columns than the
data. Alternatively, the default spot function could have been specified for the
outermost cells.
As was pointed out previously, both of the printers used for this project
have y-inverted cell coordinate spaces relative to user space. Because of this,
"The PostScript Tug
Function"
program is structured to assign variables based
on this specific condition. This is accomplished in the getneighbors
procedure, where the samples from the row above the nominal cell are
assigned to variables F, G, and H, while the the samples from the row below
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the nominal cell are assigned to variables A, B, and C. Again, this is not entirely
consistent with device independence.
It is possible to write a procedure which would test the relationship
between the x and y axes of user space and cell coordinate space, and
compensate accordingly, but that was not done for this project.
The Tug equations (Figures 14, 15, and 16), on the other hand, are clearly
resolution independent.
No specific attempt has been made to deal with rotated screen angles,
as that was beyond the scope of this project. Use of any screen angles that are
not multiples of 90 degrees would necessitate the inclusion of trigonometric
correction factors in the cell-by-cell imaging procedures. For screen angles
that are true multiples of 45 degrees the Tug equations are still valid since all
cell boundaries squarely coincide with one another, but determination of the
variable values is much more complex and could not merely be retrieved as
individual sample values from the image array.
After an initial series of tests, it became apparent that execution time
would be a serious consideration. Using the Tug function on every cell in an
image roughly 43/4 x 6 inches took approximately 15 hours to process on the
P3400PS printer. Since the printers were on shared networks, it had been
decided at the outset of the project that 16 hours was the maximum allowable
time for processing. (That allowed for downloading files at 5:00PM and
retrieving them at 9:00AM the next morning.) While 16 hours was acceptable
for the purposes of this project, it was hardly ideal. Therefore, to cut down on
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processing time, a method was devised to selectively use the normal spot
function in areas of the image where the effect of the Tug function was minimal.
To accomplish this, the N value was used as a threshold for the Tug/No
Tug decision, since in cells where N was small, virtually no Tug was exerted on
the dot cluster. Using various postage-stamp-sized images, trial and error
varying of the threshold by 1/64 increments demonstrated that the optimum
threshold is clearly image dependent. A threshold value of 1/8 appeared to be
the best compromise of execution time and sharpness for the selected images,
although a larger value of up to 1/4 was often acceptably sharp and sometimes
printed much faster.
This thresholding also produced the side benefit of further reducing
undesirable artifacts in almost-smooth highlight areas due to a low Tug value
accompanied by an even lower resistance to the Tug.
It is feasible to make the threshold value a function of the cell value itself
(Z), such that lighter cells might require a greater or lesser N value to induce
the Tug function.
In "The PostScript Tug
Function,"
this thresholding is accomplished in
the Tuglt procedure. In either decision case, the call to setscreen is made,
but below the threshold, the existingspotfunction is executed (much faster
than the TUG procedure).
To further reduce execution time, the previous threshold decision could
be saved and compared to the most recent decision, with setscreen not
called if the existingspotfunction was already in effect and to be executed
again. Such a hold-and-compare procedure, however, will run into virtual
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memory limitation problems, as a save and restore cannot be performed for
each call to fillacell. Hold-and-compare was not pursued for this project.
The thresholding used in the Tuglt procedure reduced execution time
from 12% to 55% depending on image complexity and detail.
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METHODOLOGY
A stated objective of this project was to process actual photographic
images with the Tug function. To accomplish this, four distinct phases were
completed:
1. Image Capture and Conversion
2. PostScript Synthesis and Cell Analysis
3. Image Synthesis
4. Image Evaluation
Image Capture and Conversion
Image Capture and Conversion involved obtaining digital image data
and converting it to the format necessary for analysis and synthesis.
Three black and white photographs (from the author's portfolio) were
selected as representative of the types of images that are often reproduced in
publication: a studio portrait; a pictorial scene; and a tabletop commercial
illustration. The specific images were chosen for their variations in edge detail
and areas of smoothness. The images were referred to as "Portrait", "Back
Yard", and "Gun".
Black and white 8x10 inch prints of these images were scanned at 100
samples per inch on the Agfa Focus desktop scanner, using McView Plus II
software (Agfa Gevaert, v. 2.0, 1989) running on an Apple Macintosh II
computer. This hardware and software combination generates gray scale data
of 64 gray levels (using eight bits, unpacked), in TIFF (tagged image file format).
These original files are all in the 700 to 800 kilobyte (KB) size range.
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Proof of these images were printed on the P3400PS laser printer.
Evaluation of these indicated that the "Portrait" picture, which was a relatively
low key image, required tone reproduction adjustments to appear acceptable
when reproduced on a laser printer. These adjustments were performed with
the Graymap Control function in McView Plus II software. In particular, the
middletone and three-quarter tone points in the original were shifted
downward in the reproduction, producing an overall lighter image with
increased separation in shadow areas.
To create files with exactly one sample per halftone cell (i.e. no
oversampling), the data was resampled via the Resize function of Photoshop
software (Adobe, v. 1.08b, pre-release) for Macintosh. In effect, this was
throwing away data to reduce file size. To determine the exact number of
samples desired, the output size, linescreen, and screen angle must be
predetermined. The images were to be printed at approximately 43/4 x 6 inches
at 60 linescreen and 0 degree screen angle. This necessitated data of
approximately 270 x 340 samples and file sizes of about 90KB. (The aspect
ratios for the images varied slightly.) It was essential that for each image the
exact number of sample rows and columns was specified.
"Portrait"
was
reduced to 270 x 335 samples, "Back
Yard"
to 270 x 340 samples, and
"Gun"
to
270 x 338 samples.
These files were then converted to Raw format of only image data (no
extraneous code) in binary code at eight bits per sample. The Raw format
contains the data in a single stream, beginning with the sample in the upper left
corner of the image, proceeding to the right across a row, then jumping back to
the left side one row down, and so on through to the bottom right corner. The
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file data contains no information whatsoever as to the number of samples in a
single row. Thus, this number must be externally specified for the image to be
properly reconstructed.
At no point was any sharpening by gray value adjustment performed on
any of the image files.
PostScript Synthesis and Cell Analysis
The PostScript Synthesis and Cell Analysis phase required the creation
of the complete program, "The PostScript Tug
Function," listed in Appendix B.
In addition to the actual Tug function (the TUG procedure), and the cell-by-cell
imaging mechanisms (fillacell, f illarow, and imagethepicture), the
program contains code to construct an image array which allows access to any
specific cell value sample and those of the cells that will be neighboring it. The
array constructing portion of the program, buildarray, was adapted from
"CreateHalftoneArray"
by Tom Bernard, contained in Roth (1989).
To retrieve the specific sample values for the TUG spot function analysis,
the getthesample and getneighbors procedures access the data in the
array and assign the range-adjusted values to the appropriate variables.
In addition, a procedure to draw a small black box at the top of the page
was added to showpage as a density control measure in case the lightness of
the image appeared to change when printed via "The PostScript Tug
Function."
To produce control prints for comparison with the final Tug function
prints, an additional PostScript program was created, which processed prints
through the cell-by-cell imaging mechanisms, but did not invoke the Tug
function. This was accomplished merely by removing the TUG procedure, and
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the calls to Tuglt and getneighbors from f illarow. Thus, a new call to
setscreen was not performed between cells. This method was preferable for
comparison purposes over the normal imaging methods, since it ehminated
possible variations due to the cell-by-cell imaging mechanisms, which were
only created out of necessity to be able to print with the potential for a
different halftone dot structure for every cell.
Image Synthesis
The Image Synthesis phase consisted of downloading the PostScript
files from a Macintosh II to the Agfa P3400PS printer via Lasertalk, which
provided debugging services and a download status display. (For those
familiar with Lasertalk, the files must be downloaded in the Offline mode, as a
currentfile command is used, which behaves uncharacteristically in Online
mode.)
It should be noted that all the image processing occurs entirely within
the printer; the computer simply acts as the file downloader.
The printer was unavailable for the entire execution period, so to
rninimize monopoly of a shared network printer, the files were run overnight
over a period of several weeks.
The final images were printed on Hammermill Laser Print (Sub 24/60)
paper, which is specifically designed for laser printing. The paper has an
especially smooth surface to which toner fuses very well, however, it is also
somewhat prone to receiving slight amounts of toner over the entire surface of
non-image areas.
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Multiple copies of each print were produced with a single download by
defining #copies as 20. This retains the page raster in memory after executing
showpage, only dropping it after all 20 copies are printed.
Density measurements of the black square at the top of the pages
showed some variation in consistency. Density above paper ranged from 1.20
to 1.33 (mean 1.27), which was a noticeable difference at the extremes. This is at
least partly attributable to changing of toner cartridges during the course of the
printing period.
But the density variation was not as conspicuous as differences in some
prints due to mottling and toner particle clumping, which are common
problems for laser printed halftones.
Samples of the final printed images are contained in Appendix E. The
original copies of this report contain actual laser printer output (not
photocopies) produced for this project. For each picture, there are two prints,
one produced by the cell-by-cell imaging mechanisms without the Tug
function, and the other produced by the cell-by-cell imaging mechanisms with
the Tug function.
When viewing the prints, keep in mind that each pair was produced
from exactly the same image data (with only one sample value per cell). Only
the spot function was changed. And keep in mind that all these prints were
produced by imagewise application of the setgray and fill commands,
rather than the usual image command.
The execution times printed on the sheets clearly indicate the drastic
increase in processing time required to alter the spot function for each cell.
Table 1 contains the approximate execution times in hours and minutes.
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Time
(hours: min.) Portrait Back Yard Gun
Without
Tug 0:29 0:32 0:31
With
Tug 6:29 13:14
Table 1
10:33
Print Execution Times
In contrast to these execution times, the same data printed by the
normal image operations of PostScript execute in approximately 20 seconds.
Image Evaluation
The Image Evaluation phase attempted to assess the effects of the Tug
function. In particular, the sharpness of the resulting prints was of primary
interest for the context sensitive dot structuring method.
This phase was not intended to be a comprehensive comparative study
of the relative merits of various methods of sharpening and imaging of digital
halftones. Such a study would have been a major project unto itself. Rather
the purpose of this phase was to obtain subjective judgments of the resulting
printed images from persons other than the author himself.
Judges were used rather than objective measurements because
evaluation of the sharpness of halftones is by nature subjective.29 It may also
vary with pictorial
content.30
The three final prints produced using context sensitive dot structuring
were compared with prints of the same three images produced with the
default spot function but by the same imaging method. Of the 20 copies of
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each print, the specific pages for judging were chosen based on similar black
density, and least amounts ofmottling and toner clumping.
The prints were trimmed to within a half inch of the actual image,
removing the identifying labels, execution times, and density control boxes.
The judging was thus single-blind.
The trimmed prints were mounted as pairs (two-up) containing a With
Tug print and a Without Tug print on a single oversized gray board. Three of
these boards, one for each picture, were used for the judging. The prints were
identified on the boards with randomly assigned letter codes. The left/right
position of the With Tug and Without Tug images was swapped on one of the
three boards.
A total of seven judges was selected from faculty and graduate students
in Rochester Institute of Technology's College of Graphic Arts and
Photography, College of Fine and Applied Arts, and Technical & Education
Center for the Graphic Arts.
The three boards were presented to each judge (in the order: Portrait,
Back Yard, Gun) along with an instruction sheet and three copies of a simple
questionnaire sheet asking him or her to rate comparatively various attributes
of the prints, such as sharpness, smoothness of tonal gradation, range of tones,
and overall image preference. Each question allowed a judge to choose one
print over the other, or to choose no visible difference, or "Other". Space was
also provided on the sheet for the judge's general comments and impressions.
Appendix D contains a copy of the
judges' instruction and evaluation forms.
All judging was performed under normal room lighting, generally
fluorescent. Use of a controlled viewing booth was considered unnecessary
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for black and white prints. Prints were judged from normal viewing distances
of about one to two feet (i.e. within arm's length).
Results
Table 2 summarizes the judging data. Results were tabulated based on
a check mark next to an identifying letter on the judging form as a 1 for that
picture and a 0 for the other picture. A "No Difference", "No Preference" or
"Other" indication was taken as a 0.5 for each picture. The standard deviations
for each of the Without Tug and With Tug column pairs in Table 2 are identical
since their variation is exactly inverse.
Portrait BackYard Gun Total
(n = 7) Without
Tug
With
Tug
Without
Tug
With
Tug
Without
Tug
With
Tug
Without
Tug
With
Tug
Smoothness 0.64 0.36 0.50 0.50 0.71 0.29 0.62 0.38
Mean Range 0.21 0.79 0.29 0.71 0.36 0.64 0.29 0.71
Values Sharpness 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Preference 0.36 0.64 0.29 0.71 0.14 0.86 0.26 0.74
Smoothness 0.48 0.48 0.50 0.50 0.39 0.39 0.44 0.44
Stand. Range 0.39 0.39 0.49 0.49 0.38 0.38 0.41 0.41
Dev. Sharpness 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Preference 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.38 0.38 0.44 0.44
Table 2
Judging Data Summary
(see questionnaire in Appendix D)
While there was no specific hypothesis being tested, several trends are
apparent. Most noticeable is the unanimous agreement by the judges that
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every print With Tug appeared sharper than the corresponding print Without
Tug. That fully supports a major aim of this project: to improve sharpness
through context sensitive dot structuring.
In general, the prints With Tug were most often selected over those
Without Tug for greater range of tones, but not for smoothness of tonal
gradation.
It was not necessarily assumed that smoothness, range of tones, and
sharpness are preferable traits for photographic images (although in the
author's previous experience as a professional photographer, this is usually
considered to be the case). For this reason, in Table 2 the columns are not
totalled for means and standard deviations. The overall Preference category is
in itself a summary division.
For portrait photographs sharpness is not always desirable, as it may be
unflattering to the subject. In this study, the sharper Portrait prints were
preferred over the less sharp prints, but to a smaller extent than for the
Back Yard and Gun pictures.
The judges made relatively few comments in the spaces provided,
typically using the spaces only to qualify a neutral response. One exception
was a comment by a judge in reference to the Gun prints, "Picture J [with Tug]
has something that looks like a 3rd dimension, and L [without Tug] is
flat."
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Discussion
Examination of the prints in Appendix E reveals some interesting
features, as well as an undesirable artifact, from the Tug function.
In the Portrait picture, modest magnification of the eyeball area clearly
shows the effect of the context sensitive dot structuring. Halftone dots are
tugged around in their cells, and in some cases fractured into two or three
separate smaller dots. Less obvious is the effect in the darker areas, which can
be seen more easily from normal viewing distance rather than magnified. Dark
edges in the hair and around the ear appear subtly enhanced. This may be the
result of altering the priorities of only one or two pixels within the cells.
Over-enhancement is evident in the white-line effect on the side of the
face. Such ringing at the edges is known as
aliasing.31 While the judges
apparently did not find this objectionable, the author does. Here, it is
surprising how movement of halftone dots approximately half a cell's distance
(about 0.01 inch) makes such a plainly visible difference.
To overcome the white-line effect, the weighting factors in the Tug
equations could be adjusted to reduce the movement of the dots, but it is
difficult to balance the effect so that sharpening occurs only where it is
desirable for a particular image. A more thorough, but less practical, solution
would involve inclusion of more than the eight immediate neighboring cells in
the Tug equations. Adapting the Tug function to a 45 degree screen angle
might alleviate the problem.
The large portion of the Portrait image area that is relatively constant in
tone is responsible for this being the fastest to execute With Tug. By contrast,
the Back Yard image is replete with detail, and was thus the slowest to execute.
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Between the Back Yard prints, sharpening is most evident around the
edges of the hats, but again the white-line effect appears along the vertical line
of the clothing. In this case, the effect is caused by a moire interference pattern
between the screen frequency and the occurrence of vertical lines within the
image scene.
Sharpening in the grass foreground and the tree background is
noticeable without being distracting.
For the Gun image, the Tug function produces a substantial difference.
Apparently, this is due to the predominance of clear-cut black/white
transitions in the image.
Numerous sections of the Gun print With Tug contain highlight dots
pulled against cell boundaries, effectively filling the gaps between the adjacent
shadow dots. This is quite distinct in the lettering within the image, and along
the lines of the enlarged fingerprint background.
In retrospect, the extent of sharpening in the Gun image should not be
surprising, as that image most closely resembles the model upon which the
Tug function was derived (back in Figure 1). This seems to reinforce the notion
that the conceptualization of a problem dictates a solution that best suits that
concept but not necessarily the problem itself.
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SUMMARY
This project was undertaken to develop a method of controlling digital
halftone dot structure on a dot-by-dot basis. The goal was to use such a
method to produce images with improved sharpness via a laser printer
utilizing the PostScript page description language. That goal has largely been
met.
Two major tasks were addressed. The first was to create an algorithm,
the Tug function, to determine halftone dot structure based on the grayness
values of each cell and its surrounding neighbors. The second was to create a
cell-by-cell imaging mechanism which was capable of rendering such dots on
the printer.
Three photographic images were processed and printed in this manner
and compared to the same images printed without such dot structuring
control. A panel of judges unanimously indicated that the prints produced
with the Tug function were sharper than those produced without it.
The lack of an edge sensitive dot structuring ability had been cited in the
literature as a drawback of PostScript halftone imaging (although such ability
did already exist to a limited extent). The method created for this project only
partly solves the problem, for the reasons noted below.
Any solution that lengthens processing time by several orders of
magnitude cannot truly be considered a solution. This severely limits the
applicability of the techniques developed, at least until much faster processing
printers are readily available.
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While the Tug function is resolution independent with respect to the
output device, the cell-by-cell imaging mechanism is not fully device
independent. Slight adjustments must be made in the program code to
account for axis orientation and precise positioning of halftone cells in device
space.
No attempt has been made to address the issues of rotated screen
angles and oversampled data, although the algorithm and imaging procedures
could be modified to accommodate these.
Each of these problem areas offers ample opportunity for further
projects in this realm: to reduce the execution time of the image processing; to
make the PostScript program truly device independent; and to incorporate
rotated screen angles and oversampled data.
In this project, a conscious effort has been made to create dot structures
that the author believes will stand up to subsequent reproduction. It has not
yet been ascertained to what extent the program can be applied to high
resolution imagesetters, and whether the atypical dot structures can survive
the platemaking and press stages of lithographic printing. This would clearly
be another area for further investigation.
Images processed through the Tug function possess desirable attributes
of both clustered-dot and dispersed-dot halftones, producing a type of hybrid
dot structure. The shape and position of the dots is controlled to produce
centrally clustered dots in most
cells. In cells at simple edges, the dots are
reshaped and displaced within the cell, but still remain as clusters. And in cells
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at more complex edges, the dots can be split into precisely positioned
mini-
clusters.
As digital image reproduction becomes more prevalent, such hybrid
halftoning techniques may become the norm, constrained by neither the
photographic aspects of the traditional screening process, nor the optical
aspects of electronic scanning input.
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APPENDIX A
ANATOMY OF A DIGITAL HALFTONE
Cell
Dot (or Cluster)
Pixel
PostScript
Addressable Resolutior
(based on pixel pitch)
Physical Resolution
(based on spot size)
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS
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18 Spot Functions (PostScript code)
/R {pop} def % Right side
/L {pop neg} def % Left side
/RL {pop abs} def % Right & Left sides
/V {pop abs 1 exch sub} def % Vertical from center
/T {exch pop} def % Top side
/B {exch pop neg} def % Bottom side
/TB {exch pop abs} def % Top & Bottom sides
/H {exch pop abs 1 exch sub} def % Horizontal from center
/UR {add 2 div} def % Upper Right corner
/LR {neg add 2 div} def % Lower Right corner
/LL {neg exch neg add 2 div} def % Lower Left corner
/UL {exch neg add 2 div} def % Upper Left corner
/SC {add abs 1 sub} def
% Favors corners where x, y are both same sign
/DC {sub abs 1 sub} def
% Favors corners where x, y are different signs
/SR {sub abs 1 sub neg} def % Slant Right
/SL {add abs 1 sub neg} def % Slant Left
/SQ {mul} def
% Favors quadrants where x, y are same signs
/DQ {mul neg} def
% Favors quadrants where x, y are different signs
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Pascal TugTest (as used on Macintosh computers)
Figure Bl
TugTest"
DisplayWindow
program TugTest;
{for testing the validity of the Tug Function}
{The Tug Function alters the priority of blackening pixels in
the PostScript model of halftone cell imaging. The effect is
that of the halftone dot being tugged towards the darker
cells. This program version uses a spot function that is for
a centrally clustered spot, although this is not a
requirement. The actual implementation in a PostScript
program does not need to know the spot function, it merely
needs to fetch it with a ' currentscreen
'
command.}
{The values presented to the Tug Function are for:
0 = WHITE & 1 = BLACK! ! }
var x,y : real; {range -1..1} {pixel coordinates in cell Z}
Z : real; {range 0..1} {the cell gray value}
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H: real; {range 0..1} {neighbor cells}
T
N
S,St
real; {range -1..1} {total tug}
real; {range 0..1} {tug weighting factor}
real; {range -1..1} {spot function, tugged spot}
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function tpbtedgead just (x,y: real) : real; {top/bottom edges}
begin
tpbtedgeadjust := (abs (y) * (abs (y) - abs (x) ) ) ;
end;
function If rtedgeadjust (x,y: real): real; {left/right edges}
begin
Ifrtedgeadjust := (abs (x) * (abs (x) - abs (y) ) ) ;
end;
function corneradjust (x,y: real) : real; {corners}
begin
corneradjust := (abs (x) * abs (y) ) ;
end;
function tuggedspot (x, y, Z, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H : real): real;
var tp,bt, If , rt, tl, tr, bl, br, T, S, St,N: real;
begin
if ( (y >= 0) and (abs (y) >= abs (x) ) ) then
tp := tpbtedgeadjust (x,y) * B {tug toward top edge}
else tp := 0;
if ( (y <= 0) and (abs(y) >= abs (x) ) ) then
bt := tpbtedgeadjust (x,y) * G {tug toward bottom edge}
else bt := 0;
if ((x <= 0) and (abs (x) >= abs (y) ) ) then
If := lfrtedgeadjust (x,y) * D {tug toward left edge}
else If := 0;
if ( (x >= 0) and (abs (x) >= abs (y) ) ) then
rt := lfrtedgeadjust (x,y) * E {tug toward right edge}
else rt := 0;
if ( (x <= 0) and (y >= 0)) then
tl := corneradjust (x,y) * A {tug to top left corner}
else tl := 0;
if ((x >= 0) and (y >= 0)) then
tr := corneradjust (x,y) * C {tug to top right corner}
else tr := 0;
if ( (x <= 0) and (y <= 0)) then
bl := corneradjust (x,y) * F {tug to bottom left corner}
else bl := 0;
if ((x >= 0) and (y <= 0)) then
br := corneradjust (x,y) * H {tug to bottom right corner}
else br := 0;
T .= ( (tl + tr + bl + br + tp + bt + If + rt)
* 2) - 1;
{total tug, adjusted to range of -1 to 1}
= sqrt((abs(A - Z) + abs (B
- Z) + abs (C - Z) + abs (D - Z)
+ abs(E - Z) + abs(F - Z) + abs (G
- Z) + abs (H - Z) ) / 8);
= l - ( (x * x) + (y * y) ) ;
{typical round dot spot function}
= (T * N + S * Z) / 2; {final tugged spot value}
N
S
St
tuggedspot := St;
end;
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var i,j: integer;
tug: real;
begin {main program}
{show relative position of cells}
writeln;
writeln ( ' A
writeln;
writeln ( ' D
writeln;
writeln ( ' F
writeln;
{input the gray values: WHITE =
write ('Input ABC: ');
readln (A,B,C) ;
{range checking}
while ((A < 0.0) or (A > 1.0))
writeln ('A must be between
write (' Input A: ');
readln (A) ;
end;
while ( (B < 0.0) or (B > 1.0))
writeln ('B must be between
write
(' Input B: ');
readln (B) ;
end;
while ( (C < 0.0) or (C > 1.0) )
writeln ('C must be between
write ( ' Input C: ' ) ;
readln (C) ;
end;
write ( 'Input D Z E: ') ;
readln (D, Z,E) ;
while ( (D < 0.0) or (D
writeln ('D must be
write ( ' Input D: ' )
readln (D) ;
end;
while ( (Z < 0.0) or (Z
writeln ('Z must be
write ('Input Z: ')
readln (Z) ;
end;
while ( (E < 0.0) or (E
writeln ('E must be
write ( ' Input E: ' )
readln (E) ;
end;
> 1.0))
between
> 1.0))
between
> 1.0) )
between
B
E')
H'
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
0, BLACK = 1
do begin
0 and 1 ' )
i i i
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write ('Input F G H: ');
readln (F,G,H) ;
while ( (F < 0.0) or (F > 1.0)) do begin
writeln ('F must be between 0 and 1 * ) ;
write ( ' Input F: ' ) ;
readln (F) ;
end;
while ( (G < 0.0) or (F > 1.0)) do begin
writeln ('G must be between 0 and 1');
write ( ' Input G: ' ) ;
readln (G) ;
end;
while ( (H < 0.0) or (H > 1.0) ) do begin
writeln ('H must be between 0 and 1');
write ( ' Input H: ' ) ;
readln (H) ;
end;
writeln (' Tugged Spot Function Values');
y := 1.0;
for i := 1 to 9 do begin
writeln;
if y = 1.0 then write ('y ',y:5:2,' | ')
else write ( ' ' ,y:5:2, ' [ ' ) ;
x := -1.0;
for j:= 1 to 9 do begin
tug := tuggedspot (x, y, Z, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) ;
write (tug: 6:2) ;
x : = x + 0.25;
end;
writeln;
write ( ' | ' ) ;
y := y
- 0.25;
end;
writeln;
writeln ( '
') ;
write
('
-1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25
0.50 0.75 1.00 x');
readln;
end.
{END OF PASCAL TUGTEST}
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The PostScript Tug Function
%! PS -Adobe
%%Title: THE TUG FUNCTION
%%Creator: Steve Hoffenberg, Rochester Institute of Technology
%%EndComments :
% This program implements The Tug Function
% for context sensitive halftone dot structuring.
% See comments for possible device dependence of
% sections of the code
/frequency 60 def
% true freq is 57.14 cells/inch for Agfa PS3400 printer when
% 60 freq is requested at 0 angle. This adjustment is
% made automatically by the printer.
/angle 0 def % MUST BE 0 FOR CURRENT VERSION OF TUG FUNCTION
currentscreen /existingspotfunction exch def pop pop
frequency angle /existingspotfunction load setscreen
/sampleswide 270 def % CHANGE THESE FOR YOUR IMAGE DATA
/sampleshigh 338 def
% printed image will have two fewer samples in each direction
% buildarray procedures,
% adapted from ^CreateHalftoneArray' by Tom Bernard,
% listed in Real World PostScript,
% ed. by Stephen Roth, Addison-Wesley, 1989.
/imagearray sampleshigh array def % holds whole picture
/samplestring sampleswide string def % holds a row
% load array with empty strings
/elementcount 0 def
sampleshigh
{
imagearray elementcount sampleswide string put
/elementcount elementcount 1 add def
} repeat
/buildarray
{/elementcount 0 def
sampleshigh
{
currentfile samplestring readstring pop
% assumes binary gray scale data
% for hex data use readhexstring
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imagearray elementcount get exch 0 exch
putinterval
/elementcount elementcount 1 add def
}
repeat
} def % buildarray
THE TUG FUNCTION5-6-6-5-s inni iub r ui\il-i -Lvjin -5-5-5-5-5
/A 1
/B 1
/c 1
/D 1
/E 1
/F 1
/G 1
% initialize variables & procedures for TUG function
/Z 0 def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
/H 1 def
/pixx 0 def
/pixy 0 def
/Tti 0 def
/Ttr 0 def
/Tbi 0 def
/Tbr 0 def
/Tl 0 def
/Tr 0 def
/Tt 0 def
/Tb 0 def
/corneradjust
{pixx abs pixy abs mul} def
/left right ad just
{pixx abs pixy abs sub pixx abs mul} def
/topbottomadjust
{pixy abs pixx abs sub pixy abs mul} def
/TUG
{
/pixy exch def
/pixx exch def
% for upper left quadrant
pixx 0 le pixy 0 ge and
{/Tti corneradjust A mul def}
{/Tti 0 def}
ifelse
% for upper right quadrant
pixx 0 ge pixy 0 ge and
{/Ttr corneradjust C mul def}
{/Ttr 0 def}
ifelse
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% for lower left quadrant
pixx 0 le pixy 0 le and
{/Tbi corneradjust F mul def}
{/Tbi 0 def}
ifelse
% for lower right quadrant
pixx 0 ge pixy 0 le and
{/Tbr corneradjust H mul def}
{/Tbr 0 def}
ifelse
% for left edge
pixx 0 le pixx abs pixy abs ge and
{/Tl leftrightadjust D mul def}
{/Tl 0 def}
ifelse
% for right edge
pixx 0 ge pixx abs pixy abs ge and
{/Tr leftrightadjust E mul def}
{/Tr 0 def}
ifelse
% for upward edge
pixy 0 ge pixy abs pixx abs ge and
{/Tt topbottomadjust B mul def}
{/Tt 0 def}
ifelse
% for downward edge
pixy 0 le pixy abs pixx abs ge and
{/Tb topbottomadjust G mul def}
{/Tb 0 def}
ifelse
/T Tti Ttr Tbi Tbr Tl Tr Tt Tb
add add add add add add add
2 mul 1 sub
def % total tug
/S pixx pixy existingspotfunction
def % spot function value
/St Z S mul N T mul add 2 div def % tugged spot value
St % push the value on the stack
} bind def % TUG
% NOTE: SOME DEVICES HAVE INVERTED HALFTONE CELLS
% THIS MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE ASSIGNMENT
% OF VARIABLES IN getneighbors PROCEDURE BELOW
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%%% Imaging Cell-by-Cell procedures %%%
% find device resolution (adapted from The Blue Book)
/resmatrix matrix def
/xresolution % in pixels per inch
{72 0 resmatrix defaultmatrix dtransform
dup mul exch dup mul add sqrt
} def
/yresolution % in pixels per inch
{0 72 resmatrix defaultmatrix dtransform
dup mul exch dup mul add sqrt
} def
% find dimensions of a cell
% (not necessarily correct at screen angles
% other than 0 degrees, although it does account
% for devices with different x and y resolutions)
/cellxpixels % # of pixels per cell in x direction
{xresolution frequency div round} def
/cellypixels % # of pixels per cell in y direction
{yresolution frequency div round} def
/xfrequency % true cell freq in x direction
{xresolution cellxpixels div} def
/yfrequency % true cell freq in y direction
{yresolution cellypixels div} def
/xcell % width of one halftone dot at 0 degrees
{72 xfrequency div mul} bind def
/ycell % height of one halftone dot at 0 degrees
{72 yfrequency div mul} bind def
/getthesample % retrieve a gray value from imagearray
{
imagearray rowcount get
samplecount get
/grayvalue exch 255 div def
% puts sample value into 0 to 1 range
} def
/neighborstring 3 string def
/getneighbors % retrieves values of cells and
t % inverts for the Tug function
imagearray rowcount 1 sub get
samplecount 1 sub 3 getinterval
neighborstring exch 0 exch putinterval
neighborstring 0 get
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% THE VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS BELOW ARE FOR
% PRINTERS WITH Y-INVERTED HALFTONE CELLS
% (SUCH AS APPLE LASERWRITER PLUS & AGFA P3400PS)
% THUS THE ROW ABOVE Z GETS F,G,& H,
% WHILE ROW BELOW GETS A,B,& C.
/F exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 1 get
/G exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 2 get
/H exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
imagearray rowcount get
samplecount 1 sub 3 getinterval
neighborstring exch 0 exch putinterval
neighborstring 0 get
/D exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 1 get
/Z exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 2 get
/E exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
imagearray rowcount 1 add get
samplecount 1 sub 3 getinterval
neighborstring exch 0 exch putinterval
neighborstring 0 get
/A exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 1 get
/B exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
neighborstring 2 get
/C exch 255 div 1 exch sub def
/N % weighting factor for Tug
% (root mean difference)
A Z sub abs
B Z sub abs
C Z sub abs
D Z sub abs
E Z sub abs
F Z sub abs
G Z sub abs
H Z sub abs
add add add add add add add 8 div sqrt
def
% getneighbors} def
/Tuglt % calls the Tug function only if N > 1/8
% cuts way down on execution time in smooth areas
{ N 0.125 gt
{frequency angle /TUG load setscreen}
{frequency angle
/existingspotfunction load setscreen}
ifelse
} def % Tuglt
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/gridtransform % positions precisely on device pixel
{transform round exch
round exch itransform
} bind def
/fillacell
% draws a box exactly the size of one cell
% and places a halftone dot in it
% NOTE THE USE OF setgray & fill COMMANDS
% FOR IMAGEWISE HALFTONING
{
newpath
0 0 gridtransform moveto
0 1 gridtransform lineto
1 1 gridtransform lineto
1 0 gridtransform lineto
closepath
grayvalue setgray
fill
} def
/fillarow % images one row of halftone dots
{
/samplecount 1 def
sampleswide 2 sub
{ save
getthesample
getneighbors
Tuglt
fillacell
restore
1 xcell 0 translate % move over a cell
/samplecount samplecount 1 add def
}
repeat
} def
/imagethepicture % images the entire picture
{ save
/rowcount 1 def
sampleshigh 2 sub
{ save
fillarow
restore
0 _i ycell translate % move down a row
/rowcount rowcount 1 add def
}
repeat
restore
} def
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% redefinition of "showpage" automatically puts
% execution timing on bottom of the page.
% adapted from The PostScript Language Journal,
% Vol.2, No.l, "Tips and Tricks" by Patrick Wood.
/showpage {
usertime time sub % get time at end of page
1000 div % convert to seconds
gsave
initgraphics
/Helvetica findfont 10 scalefont setfont
0 setgray
218 20 moveto
(Execution time = ) show
20 string cvs show
( seconds ) show
218 30 moveto
(Gun, with Tug) show
% change the name for specific image
grestore
newpath % draws box for density control
30 0 7 30 moveto
0 20 rlineto
20 0 rlineto
0 -20 rlineto
closepath
0 setgray
fill
% run "real" showpage
systemdict /showpage get exec
gsave
% prevent execution of next page
% until this one is done printing
initgraphics 100 100 translate
118 51 0 0 10 0] { (377) } image
grestore
% save time at start of new page
/time usertime def
} def
/time usertime def % initial setup of time
0,0,0,9,0,
%%%%% Begin Main Program t>%-s-s-s
save
% build array of the samples
% put image data immediately after buildarray
buildarray
~BW
"
,
"UIEVofl"0o#mugB . . .
% iwidth * height samples of binary image data]
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% locate lower left corner of cell in upper left
% corner of image and match coordinates to device grid.
% THIS TRANSLATE POSITION IS DEVICE DEPENDENT
% IT MUST BE ABLE TO LAND EXACTLY ON THE CORNER
% OF A HALFTONE CELL IN DEVICE SPACE
% gridtransform assists in this process
156.28 618.28 gridtransform translate
% for Agfa P3400PS printer
% try 156 619 for LaserWriter Plus,
% but this may need minor adjustment
imagethepicture % do it all
restore
showpage
%%end TheTugFunction
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PostScript Toggle
%! PS-Adobe
%%Title: Toggle
% this program demonstrates that attempts
% to alter the spot function within
% a single call to image do not succeed:
% the toggle will not occur
% this file contains a currentfile command
% and must be downloaded offline
/Vertical % vertical line spot function
{pop abs 1 exch sub} bind def
/Horizontal % horizontal line spot function
{exch pop abs 1 exch sub} bind def
/frequency 60 def
/angle 0 def
/V {frequency angle /Vertical load setscreen} def
/H {frequency angle /Horizontal load setscreen} def
/count 0 def
/togglescreen % toggles between vertical and
{ count 0 eq % horizontal spot functions
{ V /count 1 def}
{ H /count 0 def} ifelse
} def
/picstr 1 string def
144 180 translate
12 units 1 units scale
12 1 8
112 0 0 1 0 0]
{currentfile picstr readhexstring pop togglescreen}
image
C0C0C0C0C0C0C0C0C0C0C0C0 % image data
showpage
%%end
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APPENDIX C
AGFA P3400PS PRINTER SPECIFICATIONS
400 x 400 spots per inch addressable resolution
6 megabytes internal RAM:
4 megabytes of bitmap memory
1 megabyte of virtual memory
1 megabyte of font cache memory
20 megabyte Winchester hard disk (for font storage)
Adobe licensed PostScript raster image processor
PostScript Version 48.1
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APPENDIX D
JUDGING FORMS AND RESULTS
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Image Judging Instructions
Please read these instructions before proceeding.
For this project, you are asked to compare three pairs of prints produced
on a laser printer. Each pair consists of two renditions of the same image.
A separate judging form is used for each pair, but the questions are the
same. For the purposes of data correlation, please place your initials at the top
of each form. For each question, simply check the appropriate response or fill in
the space after "Other".
You may add comments in the area provided at the bottom of each form,
but this is not mandatory. Take as much or as little time as you like to complete
the judging.
Each pair of prints is mounted on a single board with the image name
and two print identifying letters. There is no significance to the left/right
placement of the prints, and the identifying letters are purely arbitrary.
When considering the questions, please ignore any stray markings that
may exist outside the actual image areas.
Thank you for your participation in this project.
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Judges Initials
Judging Form for Image: Gun
Which print appears to have a smoother gradation of tones?
Print L
_
Print J
No noticeable difference
Other (explain)
Which print appears to have a greater range of tones?
Print L
Print J
No noticeable difference
Other (explain)
Which print appears to have more sharpness?
Print L
Print J
No noticeable difference
Other (explain)
Which print do you prefer?
Print L
Print J
No preference
_
Other (explain) _
Comments (optional) :
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APPENDIX E
PRINT SAMPLES
"PORTRAIT", "BACK YARD", AND "GUN"
WITHOUT AND WITH THE TUG FUNCTION FOR
CONTEXT SENSITIVE DOT STRUCTURING
All executions times are on Agfa P3400PS printer.
(The asterisk after the word "Tug" indicates the final version of
"The PostScript Tug
Function"
used for this project.)
These three images are original photographs by Steven Hoffenberg,
Copyright 1983 & 1985.
Except for inclusion in editorial review,
they may not be reproduced without expressed written consent.
Figure El
Portrait, without Tug
Execution time = 1748.25 seconds
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Figure E3
Back Yard, without Tug
Execution time = 1919.63 seconds
Figure E5
Gun, without Tug
Execution time = 1874.24 seconds
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APPENDIX F
TRADEMARK DISCLAIMER
PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
Apple, LaserWriter, and Macintosh, are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc.
Agfa is a registered trademark of Agfa-Gevaert AG.
All other product names mentioned in this report are trademarks of
their respective holders.
